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On this site, you can find the complete menu of The Human Bean from Lake Havasu City. Currently, there are
17 courses and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Lindsay Tidmarsh likes about The Human Bean:
Seriously so good, I wish we had one of these in Los Angeles because I’d gladly get my morning coffee from
here instead! We tried their cold foam cold brew (pictured), waffle sandwich, bacon breakfast burrito and iced

mexi mocha. They were all fantastic, and the cold brew being not too sweet was the perfect combo for the sweet
waffle sandwich. Also, A+ service! The guy at the window was super patient with us, especia... read more. You

can use the WLAN of the place at no extra cost. What Tony F doesn't like about The Human Bean:
No 20 Oz cups for OVER a WEEK...Who's doing the ordering here or lack of. Their ability to think on their feet is
mind boggling. Perhaps instead of waiting on cups, purchase them bulk at a wearhouse if you cared about your

business. No way to run a business this way? read more. A visit to The Human Bean becomes even more
rewarding due to the large range of coffee and tea specialties, Inthemorning a hearty brunch is offered here. In
addition, there are tasty American dishes, such as burgers and grilled meat, They also present delicious South

American dishes to you on the menu.
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M�ica� dishe�
BURRITO

Milchshake�
SMOOTHIE

Breakfas� Comb�
BREAKFAST BURRITO

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Specialit� Beverage�
COLD BREW

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
PANINI

Drink�
SMOOTHIES

DRINKS

Coffe�
MOCHA

CAFÉ

Desser�
MUFFINS

MATCHA

WAFFLE

Ingredient� Use�
FRUIT

BACON

CHOCOLATE
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